Morphology of the Agriculture-based Deltaic Settlement in the Western Basin of the Chaophraya Delta
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Abstract
The morphology of the agriculture-based deltaic settlement in the Western Basin of Chaophraya Delta is explained through an analysis of the correlation between the following factors; topographical conditions and historical and social background. This also reflected the production from land development, and the settlement formation process. We separated the pattern of settlement formation into 3 types; (1) Multi-centric network settlement, (2) Strip-axis settlement, and (3) Single-centric settlement. These were then classified through consideration of an analysis process on the geographical section of the north-south and west-east axis of the Delta. As well as adapting to the deltaic topographical features, it could be considered that the patterns and transformation process of these settlements were based in paralleled with; (1) initiation of the Phrai system, and (2) a declination of the Phrai system. The Chinese traders, who organized the waterfront market network, could also be considered the key persons who motivated this process. It could be considered that the multi-centric network settlement was developed under the influence of the Phrai system, while the fish-bone type strip-axis settlement was developed after a declination of the Phrai system.
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1. Introduction
The Chaophraya Delta is considered one of the most important water resources in the South East Asian region; along with the Mekong, Irrawaddy and Red deltas. Its drainage capacity covers an area of 12,000 Km², which is half of the whole central plain area including the Bangkok Metropolis Area (BMA), and is about 2% of the whole country. More than 25% of the entire population is now living in this central plain area. It is undoubtedly clear that the Chaophraya Delta is the backbone, which provides a rich living environment for the Thai people. However, following after the drastic changes in the Delta by the rapid development with no sufficient plan, considering of the deltaic topographical conditions, this caused a lot of impacts to a living environment from a dwelling unit scale to regional scale.

This study has an aim on; (1) Clarifying the transformation process of land reclamation and land development in the Western Lower Basin of the Delta, and (2) Clarifying the formation process and features of agriculture-based deltaic settlement related to above condition. This was in progress by analysis of; (1) the relation between land geography, land use and settlement pattern in a study area extracted from overlaying the various geographical layers synthesized from mapping through; geographical maps of the Delta done by Supajanya T., Wanasilp P. and Takaya Y.; 1/250,000 geographical maps of provinces in the Delta area surveyed, during 1987-1996, by the Royal Thai Survey Department; and 1/50,000 geographical maps of provinces in the Western Lower Basin area surveyed, during 1910-1913, by the Royal Thai Survey Department, (2) the relation of above data in parallel with agriculture production process, social and historical background of the Delta, from the Ayuddhaya period to the Rattanakosin period, based on literature reviews; interviews and field survey in the Western Basin of the Delta, including the Amphwa neighborhood, the Bangkoknoi waterway network and Bangkok old city area; conducting several times from 1996-1998 and 2000-2004.

2. Background
2.1 Topographical features
The Delta had been gradually transformed, at least two times since the last ice age and since 2-3 thousand years ago, from a seabed area of Gulf of Thailand to a lowland swamp area with the height 1-3 meters from over sea level. For this reason, this Delta could be separated in to two parts of the Old Delta and the Young Delta. While the Old Delta is a plain drainage area of water from the northern mountainous region and has 5-30 meters high over sea level, the Young Delta is a lower wetland area of 1-3 meters high over sea level.
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As can be seen in Fig. 1., due to its different topographical conditions, the geographical features of the central part of Thailand can be divided into four parts as follows: (a) Mountainous and jungle area, (b) Plain area, (c) Lowland area and (d) Coastline area. The Delta, which is formed by four main basins; the Maeglong, Tahchin, Chaophraya and Bangpalong basins, is mostly occupied by (b), (c) and (d) areas. While the (c) area in the western part of the Chaophraya Delta, including the Maeglong and Tahchin basins, is densely covered by orchards and wetlands respectively, the (c) area in the eastern part is covered by rice fields, as seen in the whole plain area. Moreover, the (d) area in the western part of the Chaophraya Delta was occupied by salt fields or waste lands, with mangrove at their estuaries and branches.

Generally, it is well known that the water system in the lowland area of the Delta is influenced greatly by the influence from (1) the flow of fresh-water from the upper watershed area and (2) the sea tide from the Southern coastline area. Before land reclamation, the lowland area was a swamp occupied by nipa-palm with a mangrove jungle along the natural levee, and a dune-like terrain in the back marsh area. In the dry season, the land would turn into a vast muddy terrace, but in the rainy season, it would be submerged by overflow from the upper stream and high sea tide, which would last for half a year. At least a thousand years ago, the Deltaic conditions in the lowland area, were not only unsuitable for settlement, but also unsatisfactory for agriculture. However, following land reclamation and development for agriculture-based settlement, this wetland area was transformed into a wide area of neighborhoods, consisting of orchards and paddy fields through the newly excavated waterway network.

2.2 Historical and Social background

The settlement formation process, in parallel with historical and social background, has been classified into 4 periods as follow;

(1) Pre-Ratnakosin Period ( - 1782)
From the evidence of the land development for orchards, along the Maeglong and Chaophraya rivers, it is clear that orchard-neighbors had already formed in the Young Delta since the Ayuddhaya period. With migration of the royal family from Ayuddhaya and enforcement of the "Phrai system", these aristocrats would have brought with them the commoners, who would be the main source of labor in reclaiming the marsh jungle area as orchards. Moreover, they would make use of their connection with Ayuddhaya and dominate the trading between the Old and the Young Delta. After the development of orchard settlements in the centric trading area of the Young Delta, this would also create a connection between other former settlements in the coastline area, including the neighborhoods in the mangrove and marsh areas, and along the estuary of small creeks along the coastline.
(2) Rattanakosin early Period (1782-1851)

After the establishment of the Rattanakosin dynasty at the Bangkok Neighborhood along the Chaophraya River by King Rama the first, the connection between the Bangkok and Amphwa Neighborhoods became more intimate. At the same time as the Rattanakosin City became the center of the Kingdom of Siam, the Amphwa Neighborhood was also promoted to the neighborhood of new established royal family, and became a significant center of the Western Basin.

The key persons, who motivated the connection between these two neighborhoods and the development of these centric neighborhoods into the town neighborhoods, were overseas Chinese. These people also contributed much in the development of the waterfront markets and the product distribution network in the Western Basin. We could also identify some settlements in the coastline area that had backgrounds related to these overseas Chinese.

(3) Rattanakosin middle Period (1851-1961)

After declination of the "Phrai system" during the reign of King Rama the fourth and the fifth era, commoners were freed from their masters. This happened at the same time that the Kingdom of Siam was forced to dissolve the former economy dominated by the Royal family, after the Bowring Treaty. This led to the great dissolution of centric-community based on the masters under the "Phrai system". Thus, there would be some commoners who left their conventional masters and migrated to an undeveloped area of the Young Delta. This could also be considered the great distribution of man-labor to the whole of the Young Delta. These people participated in the land development project, including the excavation of irrigation waterways connecting the basins.

3. Settlement formation process
3.1 Criteria

There are two processes to be considered, correlative, for an explanation of the settlement formation in the Delta: (1) process under west-east sectional axis of the Delta, and (2) process under north-south sectional axis of the Delta.

(1) West-East axis

Considered in parallel with the deltaic geographical features, we could divide the subject land into 2 parts as, (1) Natural levee or land along the main waterway of each basin, and (2) Back marsh or land behind or in-between Basins or those main waterways. This could be described in correlation with the ease of water circulation. The first one or natural levee area, with its higher and stable foundation, would have more ability in terms of water circulation than the second one, or the back marsh area.

(2) North-South axis

Considering in parallel with the geographical features of the river from the Old delta to the Young Delta, we could divide the subject land into 3 parts as; (A) Upper area (of the Lower Young Delta) or plain area, (B) Central area (of the Lower Young Delta) or lowland area, and (C) Lower area or coastline area. This could be described from the water mechanism system. The Upper area (A), which has a steeper slope than the others, would receive more influence from fresh water, while the Lower area (C) would receive more influence from seawater. And as the middle part of the whole Lower Young Delta, the Central area (B) would receive influence from both waters.

As seen in Fig.2., we could classify the land features of the Western Basin into 6 zones as; (A.1) Plain area + Natural levee, (A.2) Plain area + Back marsh, (B.1) Lowland area + Natural levee, (B.2) Lowland area + Back marsh, (C.1) Coastline area + Natural levee, and (C.2) Coastline area + Back marsh. And, we could describe the details, zone by zone, as follows;

(1) Zone-A:

Considered from its topographical conditions, the entire Zone-A was different from Zone-B and Zone-C, with its more inclined slope and ability in water drainage. Thus, both Zone-A.1 and Zone-A.2 were more suitable for rice fields without any raised-bed system. In Zone-A.1 with its stable natural levee, people could plant the home-orchards without use of the raised-bed system. However, after the excavation of Khlong Dammerasadauk, the lower part of Zone-A.2 was developed into modern raised-bed areas for whole year cultivation of orchards and vegetable fields, by Chinese people and free commoners.
Zone-B:
There is no exact evidence regarding the original land feature of this zone. However, considering the geographical features in the Tahchin Basin, as seen in Fig. 3., Zone-B.1 in both the Maealong and Chaophraya rivers, would be occupied mostly by Nipa-palm jungle. After introduction of the traditional raised-bed orchard system into the Delta, at least five hundred years ago, the most obvious land development for orchard settlement would be conducted in the Maealong and Chaophraya lower basins, and this would be started from Zone-B.1. On the other hand, Zone-B.2 between both the Maealong-Tahchin and Tahchin-Chaophraya rivers would be occupied by weed fields and a scattering of rugged muddy-mold terrain. After expansion of the supplementary waterway network from Khlong Dammernsaduk, Zone-B.2 would have been turned into a mix of rice fields and traditional raised-bed orchard areas. This was gradually turned into the modern raised-bed orchards and vegetable fields.

Zone-C
In Zone-C.1 of the Chaophraya and Tahchin Basins, we could see that those areas along coastline and estuary were occupied by mangrove jungle, with Nipa-palm jungle in the deeper creeks. This typical landscape would also be seen in the Maealong River before the development. However, compared to the narrower strip of mangrove jungle in the Tahchin Basin, mangrove jungle in the whole Zone-C of the Chaophraya and Maealong Basins was spread in broader bands. We could not see the same kind of broadband features of the mangrove jungle in the Zone-C.2 between the Maealong-Tahchin Rivers, and half of the Zone-C.2 between the Tahchin-Chaophraya Rivers. As seen in Fig. 3., Zone-C.2 between the Maealong-Tahchin Rivers was occupied by vast vacant muddy terrain mixed with a scattering of mangrove terraces, while half of Zone-C.2 between the Tahchin-Chaophraya Rivers was occupied by vacant muddy terrain with mangrove strips along the inner-area creeks. Khlong Sunakhorn and Khlong Darn, shortcut waterways excavated during the Ayuddhaya period, could be considered as the separating line of Zone-C and Zone-B between the Maealong-Tahchin Rivers and the Tahchin-Chaophraya Rivers respectively. With this specific topographical feature, it is clear that most of the settlements in Zone-C could not be developed into agricultural land, but were primarily based on fishery, shell farms, salt fields, and mangroves.

3.2 Pattern of Settlement formation
From the above explanation of the settlement formation process based on both social and topographical background, we could explain the pattern of the settlement formation in the Western Basin of the Delta as follows;
1) Multi-centric network Settlement:
As seen in Figs. 3 and 4, orchard areas of the Amphawa and Bangkok Neighborhoods occupied most of the area in Zone-B.1, and expanded into Zone-B.2. We could identify the distribution of settlements formed closely together in the whole waterway network of orchard neighborhoods. From their historical background, the settlements in this area were developed mainly by the commoners of aristocrats from Ayuddhaya City. With a demand for fruit products for Ayuddhaya City, as the main motivating factor, this mangrove jungle area would have been developed by the commoners.
As seen in Fig. 4. and Table 1., from the distribution pattern of the temples, the land development for orchard settlement was conducted based on each centric point along the waterways, one by one, separately. After completion of the waterway network through expansion of the orchard areas, these centric points of each settlement were connected and formed the big grouping of the multi-centric network of orchard neighborhoods. The main centric point of each settlement in this whole orchard neighborhood was eventually developed into the waterfront market or town.

(2) Strip-axis Settlement: (Single-linear type, Fish-bone type)

This Strip-axis settlement could be mostly seen along the short-cut waterways, including the short-cut waterway between basins or as a dividing line of each Zone, and the short-cut waterways into back marsh areas in Zone-B.2. Unlike the multi-centric network settlement, which formed a network pattern with high-density expansion to the back marsh area; this strip-axis settlement formed the dwelling units and temples along the main waterway, without expansion into its back marsh area. The settlement formation would start in an obvious linear direction, with a single-axis, and would then gradually split its branches into the back marsh area. Thus, it would be developed into the pattern of fish-bone type settlement, as seen in the Khlong Dammernsaduak and Khlong Paseecharern. These newly excavated irrigation waterways functioned as a backbone axis for the dwelling-units, which lay along them closely together, with considerable branch waterways separated at regular intervals. Despite the expansion of land development to the back marsh area by these latter branch waterways, most of the dwelling units were still gathered along the main waterway. Thus, dwelling units in the newly developed orchards in the back marsh area had comparatively low density. It was different from the orchard settlement in the Amphwa and Bangkok Neighborhoods that this network settlement was formed as an extension of the linear features, not the unification of network by various centric settlements. It can be seen from its social background that this kind of land development was conducted individually by independent families, unlike the settlements in the Amphwa and Bangkok Neighborhoods, which developed under the supervision of masters with their intensive man-labors.

On the other hand, we could see the single-linear type settlement in case of settlements along Khlong Sunakhorn and Khlong Daarn. These two Khlong were the dividing line between Zone-B and Zone-C. They were comparatively much older than the upper Khlong Dammernsaduak and Khlong Paseecharern. Unlike the fish-
### Table 1. Typical Settlement Patterns in the Western Young Delta and their Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Settlement Pattern</th>
<th>Settlement Feature</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short-cut canal</td>
<td>Orchard settlement along Khlong Dannamendraud and</td>
<td></td>
<td>Settlement developed, as orchard neighborhood, in parallel with the migration of free commoners, after declination of the Phrai system. In the same way as multi-centric network settlement, this was also developed into the new center of product distribution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strip-axis Settlement (Fish Bone type)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-centric network settlement</td>
<td>Orchard settlement in Amphwa Neighborhood and Bangkok</td>
<td></td>
<td>Settlement developed from mangrove and marsh area to orchard area by commoners of aristocrats from Ayutthaya. Each group of settlements established a centric temple. Finally, they were connected to each other by waterways and formed a comparatively high dense orchard neighborhood. Based on the influence of the aristocrats and Chinese traders, this was developed into the center of product distribution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strip-axis Settlement (Single-linear type)</td>
<td>Salt-field settlement along Khlong Sunakhorn and Khlong</td>
<td></td>
<td>Settlements developed before or in the same period as the multi-centric network orchard settlements. Early settlements, along the short-cut waterways between the Basins, were not agriculture-based but fishing or salt-field production-based.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-centric settlement (Egg-shape)</td>
<td>Salt-field settlement in Sakhla Neighborhood and Yeesarn</td>
<td></td>
<td>Settlements developed before or in the same period as the multi-centric network orchard settlements. Early settlements, in the production area of mangrove or salt-field area, had their specific character as separated individual settlements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-centric settlement (Pin-shape)</td>
<td>Fisherman settlement along coastline</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fishing settlements developed after the development of short-cut waterways or salt-fields in the coastline area. Settled comparatively later with a smaller scale than the Egg-shape settlement, due to the later formed coastline.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-centric settlement (Strip-shape)</td>
<td>Fisherman village along River estuary, Bangtaboon</td>
<td></td>
<td>Settlement developed before or in the same period as the multi-centric network orchard settlements, not as agriculture but fishing or clam-farm based production.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
bone type settlement, there were fewer branch waterways in these two main waterways. The settlements along these main waterways were isolated from each other, with their independent temples at the center. This can be explained by the severe topographical conditions of the coastline area and that few people could form their settlement in an area without enough fresh water. In addition, these settlements were not in the area of agricultural production, but in the area of mangrove and salt production.

(3) Single-centric Settlement: Strip-shape, Egg-shape, Pin-shape

This Single-centric settlement could be mostly seen in the mangrove area or back marsh area in Zone-C. They made a living not by agricultural production, but from fishing, shell farming, charcoal production, or salt production.

The fishing settlements could be separated into two types as; (1) fishing settlement located at the estuary of a river, and (2) fishing settlement located at the estuary of small waterways or creeks along the coastline. The first one had their settlement features in a big connecting Strip-shape. But, it was different from the Strip-axis settlement in that the dwelling-units were comparatively more compact, with their spatial structure formed in a vertical line rather than in a horizontal direction to the waterway. At the same time, it was different from the multi-centric settlement in that it had few temples as the settlement center. The second one was a small group of dwellings that were isolated and both distant and independent from each other. They were settled at the mouth of waterways, which were channeled to salt fields in the back marsh area. Thus, with the settlement as a head and waterway as a tail, we call this a Pin-shape settlement.

The last one was the single-centric settlement in the big group pattern. This kind of settlement would have been the old settlement, the same as those of the old orchard neighborhoods, including the Yeosarn and Sakkha Neighborhoods. At the beginning, these would have been fishing settlements. However, the first one was later developed into a charcoal-producing neighborhood, while the second one was developed into a salt producing neighborhood. Compared to the other single-centric settlements in Zone-C, these were formed into comparatively bigger grouping patterns. Moreover, they were located at the center of the mangrove territory for charcoal production, and the territory of the salt-fields for salt production. Thus, we call this grouping of dwelling-units in the middle of the production area, the Egg-shape settlement.

4. Conclusion

We classified the pattern of settlements in the Western Young Delta into three types as follows:

(1) Multi-centric network Settlement: This type of settlement was developed from a mangrove and marsh area into an orchard area by the aristocrats with their man-labor from Ayuddhaya. Each group of settlements developed a temple as its own center. Finally, these groups were connected to each other by waterways and formed a comparatively high density of orchard neighborhoods. In addition, based on the influence of the aristocrats and Chinese traders, this was developed to the center of product and distribution.

(2) Strip-axis Settlement (Single-linear type, Fish-bone type): This type of settlement was developed as a new orchard neighborhood, in parallel with the migration of free commoners from other surrounding areas, after declination of the Phrai system. In the same way as the multi-centric network settlement, this was also developed into the new center of product distribution.

(3) Single-centric Settlement (Strip-shape, Egg-shape, Pin-shape): This type of settlement was developed before or in the same period as those multi-centric network orchard settlements. Early settlements in the mangrove or salt-field production areas had their specific character as separated individual settlements.

We summarized the transformation process of agriculture-based deltaic settlements in the Western Basin of the Chaophraya Delta as follows:

1) Land development for the first agriculture-based deltaic settlement along the main river, during the enforcement of the Sakdina system:

The natural levees of the main rivers and waterways can be considered the most suitable areas for the first period development. This area would have been selected due to its location advantage in that it provided a fresh-water supply in-land and a sea-accessible coastline. There were already some settlements formed in this undeveloped area, however, they were not agriculture-based settlements, but mainly fishing settlements. After land development, which initiated the raised-bed orchard system and rice fields in the central area of the Young Delta, agriculture-based settlements were formed along the main rivers, with the later excavating irrigation waterways. Settlement development was carried out using the intensive man-labor of the commoners. Accordingly, this could be developed into a multi-centric network settlement, and with the influence of the aristocrats and overseas Chinese, was developed into a center for product distribution in the Western Young Delta.

2) Land development of undeveloped area for the later agriculture-based deltaic settlement, after declination of the Sakdina system:

Together with the increasing demand for agricultural products, there was a need to develop more agriculture land. This was solved by the great migration of human-labor for the reclamation of undeveloped back marsh areas in the Young Delta, during declination of the Phrai system. The development projects were carried out by the excavation of irrigation waterways between each Basin, including Khlong Damnernsaduak and Khlong Paseecharern. Different from the first developed agriculture-based deltaic settlements, the latter ones along these new irrigation waterways were formed in a comparatively scattered pattern, due to their individual social structure.
Among these settlements in the Western Young Delta, the multi-centric network settlement could be considered the one that was developed not only by following the topographical features of the Delta, but also based on a specific social background. It had a great effect on the development of this orchard settlement from an undeveloped area to a center of waterfront markets and product distribution. It is also clear that the emergence of this multi-centric network settlement enhanced the settlement development process in the entire Western Young Delta, through the development of a waterway network for product distribution.
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Notes

i From the Bangchang family records, it is said that the Bangchang family, who developed and brought prosperity to the Amphwa neighborhood, were actually the royal family evacuated from Ayuddhaya in the late seventeenth century. We could assume that this trend would also happen in the Bangkok Neighborhood of the Chaophraya River.
ii The Phrai system was the backbone system that the King of Siam introduced into the administrative structure to control the man-labor of his affiliated noblemen and bureaucrats. It was initiated in the middle of the Sukhothai period (1249-1438), and intensified in the Ayuddhaya period (1350 – 1767). Generally, under this Phrai system, people of the King of Siam was separated into (1) Master, (2) Monk, (3) Commoner, and (4) Slave. Among this, people in the commoner class would constitute about 80% of the whole population, and would have the biggest role in the development of agricultural land for the Siam state. The commoner class was divided into (1) commoner under each master or monk, (2) commoner under the state, and (3) commoner relieved from paying tax. Commoners had to be under the control of masters, and could not migrate to any other region without permission. The Phrai system gradually declined due to the strengthening of the masters. This resulted from the end of the economic monopoly by the King after the enforcement of free trade with Western countries during the era of King Rama the fourth.
iii The considerable number of temples in this orchard neighborhood, which were built in the Ayuddhaya period, proves their intimate relationship with Ayuddhaya City.
iv Not only because of its position as the place where King Rama the first inaugurated his high ranking officers during the Ayuddhaya dynasty, but because of its position as the home town of “Bangchang” the Queen's family, that made this connection even more intimate than it was in the Ayuddhaya period.
v Chinese people were not enforced by the Sakdina system. They were not under any Masters, but only the King. For this reason, they could move to any other region or work independently. They were also appointed by the King as tax collectors. Despite non-enforcement under the Sakdina system, a lot of Chinese descendants, who changed their status to Siam people, could be promoted to the Master classes.
vi Under the Bowring treaty, trading contracts with Western companies could be made independently of the King's control. This was related to the colonization of Asian countries during the 17c-19c, and the increasing demand for agricultural production. This also led to the rapid development of land for agriculture, in order to supply those products on a global scale. And the New Delta area was chosen for that purpose.
vii Land ownerships in this area were issued much later compared to others. Even nowadays there are many areas with problems related to the reclaiming and identifying of land ownerships.